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This book is written in two distinct voices: Olena
Ierega, who grew up in the Ukraine and Russia,
is the Russian girl featured in the photos, and I,
Garvey Rich, grew up in Greenwich Village and
took them. I met Olena when she was waitressing at a Japanese Restaurant in the East Village
shortly after she arrived in New York City in
2006. My friend Andreas Troeger and I had an
upcoming video shoot for the John Sahag Workshop hair salon on Madison Avenue and we were
looking for interesting models.
When I first saw Olena I thought wow, a
Japanese girl that looks Eastern European, let’s
cast her! She wasn’t Japanese but like most who
worked there couldn’t speak English all that well
and agreed to do the shoot. We became friends.
Fast-forward four years: we decided to take some
pictures based on a blog idea about Russian girls
in New York City. I had come up with it after
visiting Olena in Brighton Beach years before.
So, on a full-on sweltering New York City
Sunday in June, I walked to meet Olena in Washington Square Park and texted her that it seems
like the Gay Parade just ended, to which she
replied, “No wonder nobody is checking me out,
hurry up my fat is melting.”
It was about 6 p.m. and I knew if we just
kept walking west, once night fell we would find
some of the most colorful people in the world.
We began to take a few modeling photos and
slowly found ourselves surrounded by a street
party that became part of the shoot; Olena could
not resist the opportunity to have her photo
taken with all the festive people and I was happy
to oblige. Everyone in the book more than willingly posed for the photos taken with a large
professional camera; we regretfully had to omit
a photo of a girl in a classic washed out Bon Jovi
baby-T who did not want her photo taken even
though those surrounding her did.
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We wrote separate introductions because
our perspectives are completely different.
I have lived in Greenwich Village from the
age of two and saw the Gay Parade transition
from a protest march down my block to a grand
Fifth Avenue Parade. Olena, on the other hand,
comes from a small town in the Ukraine, where
there is neither a Gay Parade nor an openly gay
hair-dresser. As of 2011, Moscow authorities
were forced to officially grant the first Gay Parade, only after the European Court of Human
Rights ruled that the government must ensure
the security of the Marchers, effectively squashing the government excuse that they could not
guarantee their safety. Previous attempts by the
gay community to march in Moscow resulted in
homophobic Skinheads being bussed in to break
it up, a scenario aggregated by Police interference
and arrests of the marchers. Two weeks prior
to May 28 when the Moscow Gay Parade was
scheduled Moscow City Authorities revoked
the license.
Eastern Europe as a whole has not welcomed
homosexuality. The Ukranian Ministry of Culture even banned the movie Brüno (a spoof on
a gay German fashion reporter) because of its
“homosexual propaganda.” Maybe the joke was a
little to close to home?
Gay activists in Eastern Europe and most
Arab nations continue to be forcibly repressed.
While the internet often gives countries outside
of the Western world the sheen of progressive,
modern states, their societal values are literally
fifty years or more behind their western counterparts when it comes to democracy and freedom
of sexual orientation and human rights for all.
Americans often figure that all the rights protecting them are universal around the world. This
is not the case. While countries claim to resist
liberating sexual freedoms because of societal or
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religious values, this oppression results in blatant
corruption and a lack of democratic values and
liberties for everyone.
America, thankfully, has developed to the
point that it can have openly gay politicians, such
as the powerful Massachusetts Representative
Barney Frank and the New York State Senator
Tom Duane, the Senate’s first openly-gay and
first openly HIV-positive member. However,
due to the still prevalent stigma towards homosexuality around the world, prominent figures
who have not come out are often at the mercy of
opportunists who can bribe them with the threat
of outing their sexuality, much like the Mafia did
in New York City in the 1960s, while simultaneously running the gay bars and clubs, essentially
one more layer of corruption. And that’s putting
it lightly. In Arab nations including Iraq, Iran,
and Egypt homosexuals are persecuted while,
ironically, government security forces have been
reported to use homosexual rape as a form or
torture, knowing their victims will suffer extreme
societal embarrassment with no recourse.
America has come a long way since June 28,
1969, when the Stonewall Riots ignited the Gay
Movement, yet homophobia and a lack of acceptance of homosexuality is pervasive. As this
photo essay shows, the Christopher Street Piers
are still a mecca for Gay freedom in America,
and for anyone who wants to experience the true
essence of freedom.
Garvey Rich

All Natural Russian Girl Long Eye Lashes!

The Washington Square Park Arch. The heart
of Greenwich Village. That commemorates the
one hundreth anniversary of the Inauguration
of George Washington as the first President of
the United States. Now its a place were muscians
play, people pose and dogs pee on the anti — car
poles because the locals know its a tourist stop.
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As a native New Yorker that grew up in Greenwich
Village I always hear stories of what it was like
growing up outside of the city. Well here’s my story.
When thinking of all the things I wanted the
title of this photo book to say, it went like this: A
reflective stroll through the neighbourhood I grew
up in, the far west side of Greenwich Village on
the Hudson River at the Christopher Street Piers,
spending the night of the Gay Parade After Party
with a 21st century sexy Russian girl that I imagine
my Grandma Jenny might have been when she was
young. Yes, exactly like a date with my grandma
to gay night at a club. Complex ideas don’t always
make for catchy two-word titles but what follows
is my attempt to put all these thoughts together.
I’m often asked about what it was like growing
up in Greenwich Village during the ’60s and ’70s
and while the pictures reflect the modern day, my
text echoes these childhood memories. Against
this backdrop of the Village of the ‘60s and today
is a discussion of fighting for the human right to
live free no matter what your religious or sexual
orientation.
As a young kid I followed the news and had
all sorts of mixed up childlike assumptions that I
will never forget. At the age of four in 1969, there
were many dramatic TV news events that required

G: No wonder Back In The USSR is
top 5 most played song on my iTunes.
O: Red & White... simple...
I’m just trying to be sexy...

quiet time in my house. I saw everything from
anti-Vietnam War protests to Israel on the move,
a woman’s right to go braless and, of course, protest marches for gay rights in Greenwich Village.
Then there were my paternal grandparents from
my father’s side—first generation Americans—out
in “the suburbs” of Brooklyn who babysat me and
took not only every opportunity to feed me all that
was in their kitchen, but then insisted on taking
me out to eat.
I would think how different my grandparents’ lives must have been when they were my age.
My grandfather was born in Eastern Europe and
grandmother was born shortly after her family arrived in New York City. I was acutely aware that
in their time in Eastern Europe being Jewish could
be a mark of death. While I had the freedom to
dress and do what I wanted in Greenwich Village
with the confidence that America had beaten Hitler
to a pulp, Israel could defend itself, plus the New
York Jets just won the Super Bowl, I considered
myself lucky, secure and spoiled. Proud that they
fought their way out of the Pogroms of Europe and
against the odds got our family to New York City.
The horror of thinking we could have settled in
New Jersey was a lesser, yet still traumatic evil.
I am dedicating my portion of the book to my
Grandma Jenny. She, Jenny Tarshis, was born in
America shortly after her parents arrived in New
York, settling in the East Village where I currently
live.
My great-grandfather on my grandmother’s
side was described to me as a large, rough, and
strong owner of a blacksmith shop in a town on the
Russian-Polish border. The story of how they came
to New York is framed around the turmoil of 1917,
when the Russian Empire was going through the
Communist Revolution and the White Russian

Yo yo yo, its a Soul Patrol!
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This is just soooooo Russian (Ukrainia) that’s how
we live we will be sitting on the street with no
money, no food, no friends, no home... but in our
best clothes and aluring hills, with a hollywood
makeup!!! This is just part of our cultural mentality,
its how we roll... Saving? What’s that? We don’t have
saving. Why? Because we buy $300 shoes and $500
dresses... With salary of 600/month. Need calculator? We “Russian Girls” know how to survive! This
is where I was when I came to the US... On the
streets. Of course no one would ever know!

Army, fighting the communists, were making a
stand on the contested Russian-Polish border. The
White Army encouraged the general population
and took part in pogroms, organized massacres
and persecution, that targeted Jewish towns and
their citizens to be robbed and killed. As a blacksmith, my great-grandfather had his house well
shielded with solid metal doors and window shutters, which helped his family survive the first assault. It gave them a sliver of time to prepare an
escape with an arsenal of knives, swords, and five
adolescent boys.

Their story climaxes with my great-grandfather
and his sons taking out a group of Russian White
Army soldiers guarding a bridge border checkpoint, springing them to freedom. They miraculously made it to a port city and came to New York
as freight on a cargo ship.
My grandfather on my father’s side also
escaped a similar situation near Romania. When
he was five he lost a sister who was shot while the
family was on the run in a forest. He had a scar
across his cheek from a bullet or shrapnel that
grazed his face. He never liked to talk about it.
My youth-driven complaints were trivial in
comparison to their struggle to get to America with
nothing. For example, my Grandma Jenny once fed
me a huge bagels, lox, and cream cheese breakfast
and then, with only a few hours to kill before my
parents picked me up, broke out a big jar of coins,
promising me that if I ate an entire box of hot
cereal I could have all the money. Of course I said
“sure.” She filled a spaghetti pot and proceeded to
serve bowl after bowl, hours of eating with the jar
of coins planted right in front of me as incentive.
More sugar, more butter. She finally cut it in half,
but I still couldn’t do it. Passed out on the couch,
I knew this was not how they grew up.
Being overstuffed with food was not a problem
for them as children. My grandfather, who had a
fourth grade education, ran a Brooklyn hardware
store on Broadway in Bushwick that had everything from plates to industrial tools. Having a
steady supply of plates at the store came in handy
since most extended family dinners ended in violent fights that included hosing each other with
seltzer and leaving most plates broken by the end
of the meal.
During World War II my grandfather was an
electrician on the war ships at the Williamsburg
Navy Yard. My father often tells the story of when
my grandfather started up the rotating anti-aircraft
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turret cannons on a Navy destroyer for my father
to play with when he was five. Nobody noticed
until my father started going around in circles on
it. It was only then that the Navy crew forced him
off. The regulations for take your kid to work at the
military instillation were obviously a bit looser in
those days.
At the age of two my immediate family moved
from the working class neighborhood of Canarsie,
Brooklyn to the west side of Greenwich Village.
When I was four, on the night of June 27, 1969 or
the early morning hours of June 28, the Police tried
to forcibly shut down the Stonewall Inn on Christopher Street, the only openly-gay bar that offered
dancing. My mom and I would walk by it all the
time on our way home. It turned into a full-blown
riot and ignited the Gay Pride movement.
According to Wikipedia what sparked the riot
was a woman being arrested from the Stonewall,
who, while handcuffed, was openly beaten by the
Police. Before being thrown into the Police paddy
wagon she screamed to the crowd of onlookers “Why don’t you do something!” After which
the crowd, many of whom were men dressed as
women, spontaneously decided that enough was
enough and forced the Police to retreat and hide
inside the bar until a larger contingent of riot police arrived; igniting days of rioting in and around
Christopher Street.
Seeing the Stonewall Riots on the news was a
major event for me because just down the block
from the Stonewall Inn, on the corner of Christopher Street and Seventh Avenue, was the candy
store where my mom would get me five-packs
of Tootsie Roll lollipops. When I saw the candy
store on TV looking like a war zone, as with all
violent events, the first thing I wanted to know
was whether all my loved ones are safe. My mother
assured me the candy store wasn’t burned down
and we’d be able to go back soon. It was only then
11

that I could think about this homosexuality word
people were rioting about.
After the riots, the gay community organized
peaceful impromptu protest marches that would
often come down Greenwich Street—my block.
From my fifth-floor window I’d watch them with
their banners and slogans and then see it again on
the evening news. When you’re a kid it’s always
wild seeing your block on TV. I thought, “What
could ever be the problem with homosexuality, it
sounds great.”
The next time the marchers holding homosexuality signs came on the news I asked my
mom why anybody would have a problem with
“homosexuals?” She asked me if I knew what a
homosexual was and I said, of course, “It stands for
people that stay home and have lots of sex as a way
of life.” I figured other people were not happy with
them because they didn’t have time to work due to
their homosexuality religion, which limited their
ability to leave home because they had to stay in
and have sex all day. And welfare had to pay their
rent. I thought it was greedy of them not to work
and expect people to pay for them, but figured if
other people got welfare why shouldn’t they and
hey I might end up a homosexual myself, this is
America, Freedom of Religion, we beat the Nazis,
why is anybody being repressed, especially peaceloving homosexuals?!
The blunt answer from my mother was not at
all what I had in mind. I thought my mother was
hot and would best be suited for homosexual
activity. So when I heard what she said I immediately asked my older brother of five years have you
heard about this guy-on-guy sex thing and he said
“don’t you know three-fourths of the apartment
building we live in does that.” I asked, “like who?!”
He went on to list some of our coolest neighbors

Roar! A cheetah in patent leather shoes!

with serious Liberace bachelor pads featuring amazing cool lights, funky couches, and floorto-ceiling fish tanks, great rainy day playgrounds. My mother, who worked and went to
graduate school, with old school neighborhood values, would often tell me to go hang out
at a neighbor’s house if she wasn’t home from work yet. So I would take the dog and knock
on the doors of friendly people. They would often open their apartment door with a drink
in one hand and cigarette in the other and before they could say they were busy, my dog was
in their apartment sniffing for food and they were serving me the take-out from last night.
At this same time the female empowerment take your bras off movement was also on
my mind as I watched the news intently, hoping to see topless women burning their bras.
As a boy with a big neck I always detested wearing ties to family events and was hoping this
would lead the way to a no tie movement as well. I couldn’t understand why if women had
fought for seven decades for the right to vote why men could force them to wear bras, which
seemed counterproductive to begin with. I started associating the movement with a story
my father told me when he was growing up on the top floor of a four-floor walk-up tenement building in Williamsburg, Brooklyn.
As my father recounts, Grandma Jenny said to Grandpa Leo, “I don’t want this couch
any more.” Leo replies, “the couch is fine, it stays,” and goes to work at the store. Jenny then
orders my 10-year-old father to stay home from school, measures up the couch and cuts it
to pieces with a handsaw, using my father to scream out the window to warn people on the
street to steer clear of the couch being thrown onto the sidewalk. As a 4-year-old hearing
this I was completely in awe, thinking, “Wow, my grandmother was a leader of the female
empowerment movement!” When the going got rough she took matters into her own hands
and didn’t let a man dictate how she was going to live. It also turned me on to and justified
years of throwing things out my fifth-floor window as a form of after-school entertainment.
During this time, I would tag along to the piers on the Hudson with my brother, our
Hi8 movie camera, and his friends. The place was pretty empty back then; a great space in
Manhattan to let the dog run free. And there were always cargo ships docked there. So we
filmed “arriving in America walking down the ramp of the boat” scenes just like we imagined it was for our great-grandparents two generations ago in the early 1900s at Ellis Island.
By the time I was seven, I would take my puppy to run on the piers where there was a
sultry combination of artists, transvestite prostitutes, and the homeless. It was a place where
gay men could, among other things, practice in the Gay Marching Band. The West Side
Highway was still raised but not in use and was also a great car-free place to play on bikes or
run the dog and look into the piers’ warehouses which had become more and more of a gay

While it often feels like Christopher Street is dominated
by gay male testosterone. Yet, its striking to think it
took a Lesbian yelling at the gay men standing around
watching her get beaten by the cops while handcuffed
to spark the riots that ignited the gay movement.
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Twilight
heading west

mecca. It was not until I was 12 or so that I went
down to the piers with the dog to get away and the
gay pick-up scene was in full effect during midday.
It was no longer a place for me to chill privately
with the dog.
The Gay Parade, which started out as a protest
march, has now become a scripted event that goes
down Fifth Avenue to Washington Square Park in
its full glory. It’s easy and harmless for the nightly
news to cover the parade, play a little “Y.M.C.A.,”
and get on with the news.
While the parade is lavish, the after-party at
the pier is full of unscripted sexual freedom and
right-to-be-free energy. The big difference between
who is hanging out at the piers now from the ’70s
is in the predominance of minorities. There are
also way more hot lesbians than I ever remembered
as a kid. Believe me, as a straight boy I would have
remembered scantily dressed sexy lesbians walking
down my block hugging and kissing.
The Piers and meat market are much safer now
without the lawlessness of the deserted warehouses
that attracted fag and bum bashers right out of A
Clockwork Orange, a scene mixed with anonymous
sex in dark corners, and johns from Jersey cruising
for trannies, all of which I’d see when I walked the
dog at night.
The fashion, as it always was, is still over-thetop awesome. Sexually charged, homemade, with
plenty of skin, mixed with one of the finest representations of amazingly fashionable sneakers from
Polo and athletic companies like Converse, Adidas,
Reebok and Nike, each of whom have their own
mixed history with the gay community.
I say that the Piers are forgotten mainly because minority gay people are rarely seen in the
media for the way they are. There’s no gay rap idol
or gay in the hood journal because socially and

Yum! I love glitter and metallics.

advertising-wise, we’re not there yet. While nonminority homosexuals have created communities
for themselves in Chelsea, Fire Island, and Maine,
of all places, the Christopher Street piers during the
summer are still a mecca of freedom to let it all out
and get funky for anybody with or without money,
including those from communities that condone it.
While things are not perfect one should never
take for granted the liberties that Americans enjoy
or shy away from being exactly who you want to
be. Even in our Jewish circle my father remembers
my Grandma Jenny carrying pocketbooks during
the Sabbath—Friday night to Saturday sundown,
when religious Jewish people are not supposed to
work or carry anything. When the Hassidic Jews
in their neighborhood would physically try to stop
her from carrying her pocketbook while walking
down the street she would wack them with it one
after the other. Wack, Wack, “Don’t you tell me
what to do!”
With that said, let’s remember that the Gay
Parade is an outgrowth of the Stonewall Riots, an
event where a group of persecuted “Queers, Gays
& Tranny’s” beat the NYPD into retreat, sparking
a movement to get the respect they deserved.
So here we are at the After-Party of the Gay
Parade, the sun has gone down on NYC, exploring my childhood stomping grounds with a sexy
Russian modern-day version of my feisty grandmother. She even told me the same story I heard
from my grandmother: “Times were so tough we
used to eat dirt!” Thank you for reading. Here are
the Proud To Be Free, friendly, and sweet people
we found.
Garvey Rich

Russian girls usually don’t follow rules...
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I remember once my mom, younger brother
and I were sitting in the bedroom of my parent’s
house having a light conversation about nothing
in particular. All of a sudden my mom said to my
younger brother, who is nineteen years old and
single, that “if he is a gay she will kill him.” He
brushed it off with a joke and although neither
of us is gay, this encounter made me think how
close-minded my parents are due to the societal
standards in the Ukraine and Russia. While she
said it with a smile and as a joke, it was certainly
clear she was fearful my brother is gay.
In the short time I’ve been in America, I see
how society standards in the Ukranie are so old
yet powerful, with little or nothing being done
to bring them up to date with the modern world.
Our country is badly educated about sexuality
in general; it doesn’t teach people to be open and
accepting of everybody. Being gay is outright
unacceptable in our country and unbearably
tough for that individual to live a normal life
even in big cities.
Speaking about areas of the country
excluding big cities like Moscow and Kiev. Most
people get married while in college or right after

Hot spot!

their graduation, preferably with someone they
dated from there.
Regardless of when people get married, the
difference I find here in America is a focus on the
idea of being happy and content with yourself,
to learn new things, discover the world, grow
personally, become your best, achieve your goals
and dreams, married with children or not. The
most important thing in my country for the
majority of people is to get married and have
babies. In the Ukraine no one wished me things
I wanted or needed personally to be happy.
Hello? Aren’t we limiting ourselves?
In the Ukraine and Russia if you are a
gay, you are fucked because you will never
be accepted by the rest of society… you are
considered a weirdo. You will ruin your parent’s
dreams and your friends will be disappointed
in you. While this is true in many parts of rural
America as well, here in New York City people
are seemingly free to be who ever they want to
be. To me limiting a persons right to be who they
want extends to every part of society and maybe
that is why America has been able to achieve so
much and advance so quickly, while other parts
of the non westernized world are still in poverty.
People wake up and open your eyes, life is not
just in black and white. It is indeed very colorful,
perfectly imperfect, accept it for what it is and
be happy.

Looks like the girl on the right is
wearing a scarf on her boobies...
lol... nice dual usage
I definitely don’t remember so many
sexy lesbians walking down my block!
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opposite

More butt pride shots!

Summer whites, tats & a reflecitve fellow.

For the 20 years I was living in the Ukraine I met only
one man that even seemed like he might be gay. It was
in Kiev. He never said anything to my friends or I about
it. But, he had a girly way of being soft, moving soft,
speaking soft. He also thought differently about things
which none of us could understand at that time. He was
an extremely kind and thoughtful person, that ironically
made it hard for us to really respect him because he was
not a “man” in a way we were used to think a man should
be. In the Ukraine a man is thought to be strong, the
bread winner for the family and to fight for our country
if needed. It is unacceptable for a man to be emotional.
In the Ukraine when we saw an openly gay person on
TV in was a big deal. OMG… he/she is a gay. Some how
being homosexual was only ok if they were doing creative
work, like singing, acting, dancing or an artist, then
maybe they can be respected. While here in America gay
people are able to rise to the top of their fields no matter
what they do and be respected as people no matter what
they do.
I have to admit I had no idea what I was getting into
when Garvey lead me to the Hudson River where we took
these pictures. While I had seen lots of different people
in New York I had never been to a gay disco or bar. Even
seeing Lady Gaga in concert did not have this many
people with wild outfits on—except for maybe Gaga
herself—all seemingly so friendly and open. I hope these
pictures open the eyes of people all over Eastern Europe
who are so close-minded. Don’t be so threatened by
people that are not exactly like you. Live your life how
you want but with that said let others live life as they want
and you might just find everybody will be a lot happier.
Olena
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Protesting 101

This is my first shot... He/she is
pretty big, but kind, funny
and quite fascinating...
goes by the name
of Sunshine.
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right
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Ohhh man… nice group… how did I get in there?

High Fashion sneakers Fest!

Love the style...
very chic!
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Lots a loving!
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o p p o s i t e Greetings
from New York City

left

Sultry, Sultry, Sultry
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When driving cross country on
Route 80, I couldn’t resist checking
out the town Ronald Reagan came
from. I went to a bunch of different
shops and noticed that every girl
was wearing the same exact shade
of blue eye shadow. Our friend here
could teach them a thing or two!
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His hair cut and his perfectly shaped body,
especially tight and fit ass are two perfect things.
I am so happy just to be next to him... My face
looks good too. : ) But I love he style of this guy,
he is very open minded about showing it all off!
In his face I see… charm and confidence... and
I don’t know how, but innocent at the same time!
Try to pull off that look!
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Looking at this all I can say is—
enjoy yourself no matter who
you are and where you are—love
to live. Just like this man does.
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EMS in NYC is amazing and so is that plaid
pair of Polo’s! Nothing like being rolled
out of the party on a stretcher In Style!
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I asked Garvey what this
organization does, it
sounded good & I put
my Russian Girl stamp of
approval on it. Remember,
for Russians its important
to look great everywhere.
A symbol of the pain
gay youth go through
when outcast by family,
friends and society.

Remember this
Party started as
a riot!
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garvey :

Thank you to my way cool mom for her unwaveing
support and encouragement; My Father for all the great
stories; my brother for filming me at the Piers (app only);
David Lee of KD dance for keeping it real & Makin’ it NYC USA,
Princess Olena for all her Russian Girl poses, Lil’ Mark for all
your precise Rocket to Russia amazing work, Lori so cool, so
arty, so interactive! Mr. Wow that’s Awesome Adam keeping
me on schedule, Sharon for always being there, Kaitlin, Ms.
On Time Karina, Rob Clark your old flash worked that night!
King & Queen John & Nidhi, Chinatown connection Luba &
Kap, NYC Historian Adam Alexander, KEXP.org, Mr. Out Every
Night Ken Scrudato, all at the John Sahag Workshop & I Love
Hair Karmela Lozina, Adam & Patti Perez, my only CT’s James &
Ann D’Adamo, Andreas for always introducing me to the right
person at the right time and...

of course all the amazing people
that appear in this book!
olena :

Thank you to my dear family. My mom and my dad are
the most extraordinary people I know. They gave me everything I could ever wish for; their indefinite love. Thank you
to the Ukraine, you made me humble. Thank you to America.
This county opened my horizons to a whole new way of life.
RussianGirlsInNewYork.com

GayParadeAfterParty.com
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Forget Velvet Ropes and celebrities, at the Gay
Parade After Party in Greenwich Village all and
we do mean all are welcome to get down and
show their pride!
Reality is, acceptance of homosexuality in Russia
and Eastern Europe are limited with the City of
Moscow banning any type of Gay Pride Parade.
But once transplanted to New York City, all that
homophobia becomes old world nonsense for a
sexy Russian Girl at one of the hottest sexually
free and open to the public party’s in America.
Let down your hair & check into a steamy hot
New York night at the Gay Parade After Party.

Proceeds will be donated to charities that help
Gay Youth forced to leave their homes or abused

RussianGirlsInNewYork.com

by their parents due to their sexual orientation.

GayParadeAfterParty.com
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